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A covering theorem for singular measures
in the Euclidean space
Andrea Marchese
Abstract. We prove that for any singular measure µ on Rn it is possible to cover
µ-almost every point with n families of Lipschitz slabs of arbitrarily small total
width. More precisely, up to a rotation, for every δ > 0 there are n countable
families of 1-Lipschitz functions {f1i }i∈N, . . . , {f
n
i }i∈N, f
j
i : {xj = 0} ⊂ R
n → R,
and n sequences of positive real numbers {ε1i }i∈N, . . . , {ε
n
i }i∈N such that, denoting
xˆj the orthogonal projection of the point x onto {xj = 0} and
I
j
i := {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n : f ji (xˆj)− ε
j
i < xj < f
j
i (xˆj) + ε
j
i},
it holds
∑
i,j
ε
j
i ≤ δ and µ(R
n \
⋃
i,j
I
j
i ) = 0.
We apply this result to show that, if µ is not absolutely continuous, it is possible
to approximate the identity with a sequence gh of smooth equi-Lipschitz maps
satisfying
lim sup
h→∞
∫
Rn
det(∇gh)dµ < µ(R
n).
From this, we deduce a simple proof of the fact that every top-dimensional
Ambrosio-Kirchheim metric current in Rn is a Federer-Fleming flat chain.
Keywords: Radon measure, Lipschitz function, metric current.
MSC (2010): 26A16, 28C05.
1. Introduction
Fix an orthonormal basis (e1, . . . , en) of R
n. For j = 1, . . . , n, and for x ∈ Rn,
we denote xˆj ∈ Rn−1 the orthogonal projection of x onto {xj = 0}. Given a
function f : Rn−1 → R and ε > 0 we consider the set
Ijε (f) := {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : f(xˆj)− ε < xj < f(xˆj) + ε}
and we call it the open slab around f , of width ε, in direction ej .
Given a family F of slabs, we denote w(F) its total width, i.e. the sum of the
widths of the corresponding slabs. For a fixed sequence {(f ji , εji )}(i,j)∈N×{0,...,n}
with f ji : R
n−1 → Rn and εji positive real numbers, we use the short notation Iji
to denote the slab Ijεi(f
j
i ).
Given a measure µ on Rn and a Borel function ρ : Rn → Rn we denote by ρ♯µ
the push forward of µ via ρ, i.e. the measure defined by
ρ♯µ(A) := µ(ρ
−1(A)),
for every Borel set A.
The main result of this note is the following theorem.
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1.1. Theorem. Let µ be a finite Borel measure on Rn, n ≥ 2, which is
singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Then there exists a rotation
ρ : Rn → Rn with the following property. For every δ > 0 there is a sequence
{(f ji , εji )}(i,j)∈N×{0,...,n} where f ji : Rn−1 → R are 1-Lipschitz functions and εji are
positive real numbers such that the family of slabs F := {Iji }(i,j)∈N×{0,...,n} has
total width w(F) ≤ δ and
ρ♯µ

Rn \⋃
i,j
Iji

 = 0.
1.2. Remark. (i) For n = 2, Theorem 1.1 is a straightforward conse-
quence of a covering result for nullsets, which will appear in [3]. Actually
a weaker version of such covering result, proved in [1] and [2] (i.e. for
compact nullsets), would also suffice to our purpose.
(ii) For n > 2, the theorem follows from a stronger result, announced by M.
Cso¨rnyei and P. Jones (see [15]). The proof we present here is consid-
erably simpler. We remark that all the “ingredients” for the proof were
already available in the literature, indeed the proof is achieved combining
a corollary of the main result in [10] with some results obtained in [4] and
some important ideas from [3], also used in [18].
(iii) In Lemma 4.1, we prove that the set of rotations ρ for which the conclusion
of Theorem 1.1 holds, has full measure in SO(n). In particular, one
can chose a rotation which is arbitrarily close to the identity map, and
then reparametrize the graphs of the Lipschitz functions f ji with respect
to the tilted coordinates. Hence one can get rid of the rotation ρ in
the statement, at the price of increasing the Lipschitz constant of an
arbitrarily small quantity.
(iv) This result can be used (see [18, Chapter 4]) to prove the weak converse
of Rademacher’s theorem, namely that for every singular measure µ on
R
n there exist a Lipschitz function f : Rn → R which is µ-a.e. non-
differentiable. This was later improved in [19], where it is proved that it
is possible to find a Lipschitz function which admits any pointwise pre-
scribed blowup, provided it is linear along the decomposability bundle of
µ (see §2.5), at every point except for a set of arbitrarily small measure µ.
The converse of Rademacher’s theorem has also important consequences
in the study of Lipschitz differentiability metric measure spaces and of
spaces with Ricci curvature bounded from below (see e.g. [7, 16, 9, 14]).
In §6, we apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain a simple proof of the case k = n of the
“flat chain conjecture” stated in [6, Section 11]. Namely we prove that for any
Ambrosio-Kirchheim metric current T of dimension n in Rn, the measure ‖T‖ is
absolutely continuous (see Theorem 6.1).
This result has been proved in [10, Theorem 1.15], relying on results from
[22]. Our proof is a direct consequence of the following theorem, of independent
interest, which we obtain as a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
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1.3. Theorem. Let µ be a finite Borel measure on Rn and assume that µ is not
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue. Then there exists a sequence of
continuously differentiable, equi-Lipschitz functions {gh}h∈N converging pointwise
to the identity and such that
lim sup
h→∞
∫
Rn
det(∇gh)dµ < µ(Rn).
Acknowledgements. The author was supported by the ERC Grant 306247
Regularity of area minimizing currents.
2. Notation and preliminaries
We begin this section by introducing some general notations about measures.
Then we define the notion of cone-null set (see [3]) and we recall some properties
of the decomposability bundle of a measure, defined in [4]. Lastly we recall a
fact from [4]: a measure is supported on a C-null set, for some closed cone C,
whenever its decomposability bundle intersects C only at the origin.
2.1. General notation. Through this note, sets and functions on Rn are as-
sumed to be Borel measurable, and measures on Rn are positive, finite, Radon
measures on the Borel σ-algebra, with the obvious exception of the Lebesgue
measure Ln and the Hausdorff measures Hk, (k ≤ n). We say that a measure µ
on Rn is supported on the (Borel) set E if µ(Rn \E) = 0. We say that a measure
µ is absolutely continuous with respect to a measure ν, and we write µ ≪ ν, if
µ(E) = 0 for every Borel set E with ν(E) = 0. We say that µ is singular with
respect to ν if µ supported on a Borel set E with ν(E) = 0. If we do not specify
what is the corresponding measure ν, we always implicitly refer to the Lebesgue
measure. If µ is a measure and E is a Borel set, we denote µ E the measure
defined by
µ E(A) = µ(A ∩E), for every Borel set A.
2.2. Rectifiable sets. Given m = 1, 2, . . . , a subset E ⊂ Rn is called m-
rectifiable if Hm(E) <∞ and E can be covered, except for an Hm-null subset, by
countably many m-dimensional surfaces of class C1. If E is m-rectifiable, then
one can define for Hm-a.e. x ∈ E a notion of m-dimensional approximate tangent
space to E. Such a tangent space will be denoted Tan(E, x) and it coincides with
the classical tangent space if E is a piece of an m-surface of class C1.
2.3. Cone-null sets. For j = 1, . . . , n, we introduce the positive closed cones
C+j := {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn : xj ≥ 2−
1
2 |x|}.
For every j = 1, . . . , n, we denote also the cones Cj := C
+
j ∪ (−C+j ). Notice that
any k-tuple (k ≤ n) of vectors lying in the interior of different cones is linearly
independent.
Given a cone Cj we call Cj-curve any set of the form G = γ(J), where J is a
compact interval in R and γ : J → Rn is Lipschitz and satisfies γ′(s) ∈ Cj for a.e.
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s ∈ J . It is important to observe that the condition of being a Cj-curve is closed
under uniform convergence of the corresponding Lipschitz functions (when the
curves are parametrized on the same interval J). Following [3], we say that a set
E in Rn is Cj-null if
H
1(E ∩G) = 0,
for every Cj-curve G, where H
1 denotes the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
One of the main tools that we need from [4] is the following lemma (see [4,
Lemma 7.3]), which is a corollary of the general result of [21]. We refer the
reader to [4, Section 2.3] for a formal definition on the notion of integral of a
parametrized family of measures.
2.4. Lemma. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For every measure µ on Rn, one of the
following (mutually incompatible) alternatives holds:
(i) µ is supported on a Borel set E which is Cj-null;
(ii) there exists a non-trivial measure of the form µ′ =
∫ 1
0 µt dt where µ
′ is
absolutely continuous w.r.t. µ, each µt is the restriction of H
1 to some
1-rectifiable set Et, and
Tan(Et, x) ⊂ Cj, for µt-a.e. x and a.e. t.
2.5. Decomposability bundle of a measure. In [4], to any Radon measure
µ is assigned a Borel map x 7→ V (µ, x), called the decomposability bundle of the
measure µ, which associates to every point x ∈ Rn a vector subspace of Rn.
Roughly speaking, one constructs such vector subspace writing “pieces” of µ as
an integral of a parametrized family of 1-dimensional rectifiable measures and
collecting all the corresponding tangential directions at every point. We refer the
reader to [4, Section 2.6] for the precise definition. Here we recall only a property
which we strictly need in the present note. Even if here we state it as a lemma,
indeed such property follows from the very definition of decomposability bundle.
2.6. Lemma. Let µ be a measure on Rn. Assume there exists a non-trivial
measure of the form µ′ =
∫ 1
0 µt dt where µ
′ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. µ and
each µt is the restriction of H
1 to some 1-rectifiable set Et. Then
Tan(Et, x) ⊂ V (µ, x), for µt-a.e. x and a.e. t.
Combining Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.6 we immediately get the following propo-
sition.
2.7. Proposition. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let µ be a measure on Rn. If
V (µ, x) ∩ Cj = {0} for µ-a.e. x ∈ Rn, then µ is supported on a Borel set E,
which is Cj-null.
We remark that the reverse implication holds true as well, nevertheless we will
not need this fact in the present note.
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3. Structure of cone-null sets
One of the main ideas for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is borrowed from [1],
where the main result is deduced from a geometric interpretation of the classical
combinatorial result of [11], due to Dilworth (see also [12]).
In a partially ordered set (S,≤), with the term chain we denote a totally ordered
subset of S. An antichain is a subset S ⊂ S such that for every (s, t) ∈ S × S
with s ≤ t it holds s = t. The following theorem (see [20]) is a dual version of
Dilworth’s theorem. For the reader’s convenience we include its short proof. We
denote by ♯(S) the number of elements of the set S.
3.1. Theorem. Let (S,≤), be a partially ordered finite set. Then the maximal
cardinality of a chain in S equals the smallest number of antichains into which S
can be partitioned.
Proof. For every s ∈ S, let
l(s) := sup{♯(S) : S is a chain and s is a maximal element of S}.
Let L := max{l(s) : s ∈ S}. Clearly, for every j = 1, . . . , L, the set
Aj = {s ∈ S : l(s) = j}
is an antichain and
S =
L⋃
j=1
Aj .
It is not possible to find a partition with a smaller number of antichains, since
every two elements of the chain of maximal cardinality necessarily belong to
different antichains. 
The next proposition follows from the previous theorem, considering on any
finite subset of Rn the partial order induced by the closed cones C+j . More
precisely, for fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and S a finite subset of Rn, we introduce the
following partial order on S :
s ≤ t if s, t ∈ S satisfy t = s+ v, for some v ∈ C+j . (3.1)
A crucial (although elementary) observation regarding such partial order is that
every antichain A is the graph of a 1-Lipschitz function f : πjA ⊂ {xj = 0} → R,
where πj is the orthogonal projection onto {xj = 0}.
3.2. Proposition. Let E be a compact set in Rn which is Cj-null. Then
for every δ > 0, there are (finitely many) piecewise affine, 1-Lipschitz functions
f1, . . . , fN : R
n−1 → R, such that
E ⊂
N⋃
i=1
Ijδ/N (fi).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume E ⊂ [0, 1]n. For every
k ∈ N, let Gk be the orthogonal grid obtained dividing each side of [0, 1]n into
k equal parts. Let Ek be the set of the centers of the cells of Gk which have
non-empty intersection with the set E. Consider on Gk the partial order defined
in (3.1).
Denote by ℓk the maximal cardinality of a chain in Ek. Our first aim is to
prove that
lim
k→∞
ℓk
k
= 0, (3.2)
in order to deduce from Theorem 3.1 that Ek can be covered with o(k) antichains.
Assume by contradiction that there exist l > 0 such that, for infinitely many
indexes k, there is a chain Ck := (c
k
1 , . . . , c
k
mk
) in Ek of cardinality at least lk. For
i = 1, . . . ,mk, denote ti := c
k
i ·ej and consider a function gk : {0, t1, . . . , tmk , 1} →
[0, 1]n, defined by
gk(ti) := c
k
i , for every i = 1, . . . ,mk
and
gk(0) := c
k
1 − t1ej , gk(1) := ckmk + (1− tmk)ej .
Extend gk to a curve γk : [0, 1] → [0, 1]n which is affine on [0, t1], on [tmk , 1]
and on [ti, ti+1] for every i = 1, . . . ,mk−1. Clearly γk([0, 1]) is a Cj-curve, and by
construction, γk is
√
2-Lipschitz. Hence, up to a (non-relabelled) subsequence, γk
converges to a Lipschitz function γ as k →∞ and γ(I) is a Cj-curve, as observed
in §2.3. We want to show that H1(γ(I)∩E) > 0, which would be a contradiction,
since E is Cj-null. For every k define a function φk : [0, 1]→ R by
φk(t) := dist(γk(t), E).
Since γk uniformly converges to γ, then φk uniformly converges to the continuous
function
φ := t 7→ dist(γ(t), E).
Observe that for every k and for every t ∈ [0, 1] such that γk(t) belongs to a
cell of Gk which contains one of the c
k
i it holds φk(t) ≤ k−1
√
n. The set Ik ⊂ [0, 1]
of such parameters t has length |Ik| ≥ l, by the contradiction assumption, hence
we have
φk ≤ k−1
√
n, on a set of length at least l, for every k.
Fix now ε > 0, and let k be such that ‖φk − φ‖∞ ≤ ε and k−1
√
n ≤ ε. Then by
triangular inequality φ ≤ 2ε on a set of length at least l. This proves that φ ≡ 0
on a set of length at least l, hence, since E is compact, we have the contradiction
that the Cj-curve γ(I) satisfies
H
1(γ(I) ∩ E) ≥ l.
This proves (3.2). Now by Theorem 3.1, Ek can be covered by ℓk antichains. As
we observed after (3.1), every antichain A is the graph of a 1-Lipschitz function
hA, defined on a discrete set contained in {xj = 0}, with values in [0, 1]. For
every antichain A, let fA be a (piecewise affine) 1-Lipschitz extension of hA to
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{xj = 0}. The open slab Ij2k−1√n(fA) of width 2k−1
√
n around fA contains every
cell intersected by the graph of fA. Therefore E can be covered by ℓk slabs
of total width 2ℓkk
−1√n, which, in view of (3.2), completes the proof of the
proposition. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We begin with the following lemma. For m ≤ n, by γn,m we denote the Haar
measure on the Grasmannian Grn,m of (unoriented) m-planes in R
n (see [17,
Section 2.1.4]) and by σ we denote the Haar measure on the special orthogonal
group SO(n). Moreover we denote
S :=
n⋃
j=1
Cj.
For n ≥ 3 and for j = 1, . . . , n we say that a hyperplane v ∈ Grn,n−1 is tangent
to Cj if Cj ∩v is an (n−2)-plane. We say that v is tangent to S if it is tangent to
Cj for some j = 1, . . . , n. Notice that if v is not tangent to Cj, but v ∩Cj 6= {0},
then v intersects the interior of Cj.
4.1. Lemma. Let n ≥ 3, let µ be a finite measure on Rn, and let V : Rn →
Grn,n−1 be a Borel map. Then for σ-almost every rotation ρ ∈ SO(n) it holds
ρ(V (x)) is not tangent to S, for µ-a.e. x ∈ Rn. (4.1)
Proof. Firstly we observe that γn,n−1-almost every v ∈ Grn,n−1, is not tangent
to S. Indeed for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n} the set of v ∈ Grn,n−1 which are tangent
to Cj has γn,n−1-measure zero. In particular for every v ∈ Grn,n−1, ρ(v) is not
tangent to Cj, for σ-a.e. ρ ∈ SO(n). Hence, ρ(v) is not tangent to S, for σ-a.e.
ρ ∈ SO(n).
Now, denote by f(x, ρ) : Rn × SO(n)→ {0, 1} the Borel function
f(x, ρ) :=
{
1 if ρ(V (x)) is tangent to S,
0 otherwise.
By Fubini’s theorem∫
x∈Rn
∫
ρ∈SO(n)
f(x, ρ) dσ(ρ) dµ(x) =
∫
ρ∈SO(n)
∫
x∈Rn
f(x, ρ) dµ(x) dσ(ρ).
The inner integral in the LHS being zero for every x, implies that the inner
integral in the RHS is zero for σ-a.e. ρ, which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let x 7→ V (µ, x) be the decomposability bundle of
the measure µ. Since µ is singular, by [10, Corollary 1.12] and [4, Corollary 6.5]
it holds
V (µ, x) 6= Rn, for µ-a.e. x. (4.2)
Firstly we want to prove that, up to a rotation ρ : Rn → Rn, the set E of
points x ∈ Rn such that V (µ, x) has non trivial intersection with every cone Cj ,
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for j = 1, . . . , n, has measure µ(E) = 0. This is trivial for n = 2, because C1∩C2
is just the union of 2 lines. Let then n ≥ 3.
By (4.2) we can find a Borel measurable map V ′ : Rn → Grn,n−1, such that
V (µ, x) ⊂ V ′(x), for µ-a.e. x ∈ Rn.
Let ρ be any rotation satisfying (4.1), where we applied Lemma 4.1 to the map
V := V ′. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that ρ is the identity map.
Since for µ-a.e. x, V ′(x) is not tangent to S, then by definition of E, for µ-a.e.
x ∈ E, V ′(x) must have non-trivial intersection with the interior of every Cj , for
j = 1, . . . , n. Then µ(E) = 0, because dim(V ′(x)) = n − 1 for every x ∈ Rn,
whereas, as observed in §2.3, vectors in the interior of different cones are linear
independent.
For j = 1, . . . , n, denote µj := µ Ej , where
Ej := {x ∈ Rn : V (µ, x) ∩ Cj = {0} and V (µ, x) ∩ Ck 6= {0} for k < j}. (4.3)
Observe that the union over j of the sets Ej covers R
n \ E, hence, by the
previous discussion, it covers µ-a.e. point of Rn.
Since by definition of Ej , for µj-a.e. x it holds V (µj , x) ∩ Cj = {0}, then by
Proposition 2.7, µj is supported on a Cj-null Borel set Fj .
The conclusion then follows by decomposing each set Fj as the union of a
µ-negligible set and a countable union of compact Cj-null sets {Kji }i∈N (clearly
the property of being Cj-null is preserved by subsets) and applying Proposition
3.2 to each compact set Kji , choosing the parameter δ
j
i in the proposition so that∑
i,j δ
j
i ≤ δ. 
5. Covering with disjoint slabs
In some circumstances it could be important that the slabs Iji in F of Theo-
rem 1.1, corresponding to the same superscript j, are disjoint. Moreover it is also
possible to require that the corresponding functions f ji are of class C
1, slightly
increasing their Lipschitz constant. We state this result in the following corol-
lary. The complete proof can be found in [18, Corollary 4.1.3] and it is obtained
modifying the slabs of Proposition 3.2 a posteriori. See e.g. the use made in [13]
of this type of covering in the plane, for an interesting application where it is
important to have disjoint slabs.
5.1. Corollary. Let E be a compact set in Rn which is Cj-null and let µ be a
finite Borel measure supported on E. Then for every ε0 > 0, there exists ε ≤ ε0
and finitely many 1-Lipschitz functions f1, . . . , fN : R
n−1 → R such that the slabs
Ijε/N (f1), . . . , I
j
ε/N (fN ) are disjoint and satisfy
µ
(
E \
N⋃
i=1
Ijε/N (fi)
)
= 0.
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5.2. Remark. The interested reader is referred to [18, Proposition 4.1.15] for
the details on how to make the slabs disjoint and at the same time requiring that
the corresponding functions are of class C1. The price to pay is a small increase
in the Lipschitz constant.
Proof of Corollary 5.1. Step 1: ordering the slabs. Let f1, . . . , fN be
the functions obtained applying Proposition 3.2 to the set E, with δ := ε0/2.
Firstly we define a new set of 1-Lipschitz functions f11 , . . . , f
1
N such that
f1i ≤ f1j , for i < j and E ⊂
N⋃
i=1
Ijδ/N (f
1
i ) =
N⋃
i=1
Ijδ/N (fi). (5.1)
To get this, we define, for every x ∈ Rn−1,
f1i (x) := fσ(i,x)(x),
where σ(i, x) are defined inductively as follows: let
σ(1, x) := min{j : fj(x) ≤ fk(x), for every k = 1, . . . , N},
and I1(x) := {σ(1, x)}; moreover, for i = 2, . . . , N , let
σ(i, x) := min{j 6∈ Ii−1(x) : fj(x) ≤ fk(x), for every k 6∈ Ii−1(x)},
and
Ii(x) = {σ(j, x) : j ≤ i}.
Observe that the first property in (5.1) follows directly from the definition of
σ(i, x) and the second property follows from the simple observation that for every
x it holds IN (x) = {1, . . . , N}. Moreover, denoting Eij := {x : σ(i, x) = j}, for
every i = 1, . . . , N it holds
f1i =
n∑
j=1
χEij
fj,
hence f1i is 1-Lipschitz on each E
i
j . Moreover fk = f
1
i = fj on ∂E
i
j ∩ ∂Eik. This
suffices to prove that f1i is 1-Lipschitz for every i = 1, . . . , N .
Step 2: separating the slabs. Fix ε ∈ [δ, 2δ] to be chosen later. We define
another set of 1-Lipschitz functions f21 , . . . f
2
N such that
f2i ≤ f2i+1−2ε/N, for i = 1, . . . , N−1 and µ
(
E \
N⋃
i=1
Ijε/N (f
2
i )
)
= 0, (5.2)
which completes the proof of the corollary. Again, we construct the functions
inductively. Let f21 := f
1
1 and for i = 2, . . . , N let
f2i := max{f2i−1 + 2ε/N, f1i }.
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The first property of (5.2) holds by definition. Regarding the second property,
we observe that
⋃N
i=1 I
j
ε/N (f
2
i ) covers the set
E \
N⋃
i=1
graph(f1i + ε/N).
To conclude, it is sufficient to choose ε ∈ [δ, 2δ] satisfying
µ
(
N⋃
i=1
graph(f1i + ε/N)
)
= 0.

6. Flat chain conjecture
In this section, we assume the reader to be familiar with the work [6]. We
refer to [6] also for notation and definitions. As an application of Theorem 1.1,
we provide a simple proof of the following theorem. We remark that the result
has been proved already in [10, Theorem 1.15], using more technical results from
[22].
6.1. Theorem. Let T ∈ Mn(Rn) be top-dimensional Ambrosio-Kirchheim
metric current. Then ‖T‖ ≪ Ln.
As it was observed in the proof of [6, Theorem 3.8], Theorem 6.1 is a direct
consequence of Theorem 1.3. For the reader’s convenience, we include the short
proof of this fact at the end of the section. The existence of the maps {gh}h∈N in
Theorem 1.3 can be obtained with the clever technique used in [4, Lemma 4.12],
which on the other hand is a particular case of a result contained in [3]. Here
we show a proof which we find slightly more geometrically transparent, using the
slabs given by Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume without loss of generality that µ is sup-
ported on [0, 1]n. We denote by µac and µsing respectively the absolutely contin-
uous and the singular measures given by the Radon Nikody´m decomposition of
µ (see [5, Theorem 2.22]). Remember that by assumptions µsing 6= 0. Let ρ be
the rotation given by Theorem 1.1 applied to the measure µsing. Up to a change
of coordinates, we can assume that ρ is the identity map. For arbitrarily small
δ > 0 we will construct a smooth 2n-Lipschitz map gδ : R
n → Rn such that,
denoting Id: Rn → Rn the identity map, it holds |gδ − Id| ≤ δ and∫
Rn
det(∇gδ)dµsing ≤ δ, (6.1)
which clearly implies the theorem, by the well-known w∗-continuity property of
determinants in the Sobolev space W 1,∞ (see e.g. [8]).
Fix δ > 0 and for j = 1, . . . , n, let Ej be the sets defined as in (4.3). Observe
that, since the decomposability bundle of a measure ν which is absolutely contin-
uous with respect to Ln coincides with Rn, ν-almost everywhere, we could have
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used µsing in place of µ in (4.3). By [10, Corollary 1.12], [4, Corollary 6.5], and
the previous discussion, it holds
µsing(R
n) =
n∑
j=1
µ(Ej) > 0,
and by Proposition 2.7, for every j there is a Cj-null compact set Kj ⊂ Ej such
that
n∑
j=1
µsing(Ej \Kj) ≤ δ
2(2n)n
. (6.2)
For fixed j, let
F := {Ii := Ijε/N (f
j
i )}i∈{1,...,N}
be the family of disjoint slabs given by Corollary 5.1 applied to the compact set
Kj and the measure µ Kj , with ε0 := δ/(2n). Denote by Aj the open set
Aj :=
N⋃
i=1
Ijε/N (f
j
i )
and by Fj a compact subset of Aj ∩Kj such that
n∑
j=1
µsing(Kj \ Fj) ≤ δ
2(2n)n
. (6.3)
Denote by η the positive quantity
η := min
j
{dist(Fj ,Rn \Aj)}.
We denote by fj : R
n → R the function
fj(z1, . . . , zn) := zj −H1({x ∈ Aj : xˆj = zˆj , xj ≤ zj}).
We claim that fj has the following properties, for every j:
(i) 0 ≤ zj − fj(z) ≤ δ/n, for every z ∈ Rn;
(ii) fj(z + tej) = fj(z) + t, if the segment [z, z + tej ] is contained in Aj ;
(iii) fj is 2-Lipschitz.
Property (i) follows from the fact that the total width of F is at most δ/(2n).
Property (ii) follows directly from the definition of fj. To check property (iii),
observe firstly that, by definition |fj(z + tej) − fj(z)| ≤ |t|, for every z and for
every t. To estimate the Lipschitz constant of fj along e
⊥
j , fix w ∈ e⊥j and z ∈ Rn.
Assume without loss of generality that fj(z + w) ≥ fj(z). Hence
H1({x ∈ Aj : xˆj = zˆj , xj ≤ zj}) ≥ H1({x ∈ Aj : xˆj = zˆj + tw, xj ≤ zj}).
Let t be the smallest non-negative real number such that
H1({x ∈ Aj : xˆj = zˆj , xj ≤ zj−t}) = H1({x ∈ Aj : xˆj = zˆj+tw, xj ≤ zj}). (6.4)
It holds t ≤ |w|, because the slabs in F are disjoint and the corresponding
functions are 1-Lipschitz. By (6.4) we have fj(z − tej) = f(z + w) − t. Since fj
is 1-Lipschitz in the direction ej , the previous estimate and the fact that t ≤ |w|
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is sufficient to prove that fj is 1-Lipschitz along e
⊥
j , which concludes the proof of
(iii).
Let now φ be a radial mollifier with support on the ball B(0, η) and consider
the convolutions gj := fj ∗ φ. Eventually, define gδ : Rn → Rn, by
gδ(z) := (g1(z), . . . , gn(z)).
Observe that gδ is smooth and it has the following properties:
(i)’ |gδ − Id| ≤ δ;
(ii)’ ∇gδ(ej) = 0 on Fj ;
(iii)’ gδ is 2n-Lipschitz.
From the symmetry of φ with respect to the axis {xj = 0} and from (i) it follows
that 0 ≤ zj − gj(z) ≤ δ/n, for every z ∈ Rn and for every j = 1, . . . , n, which
implies (i)’. Property (ii) and the definition of η imply (ii)’. Property (iii)’
follows from (iii).
Combining (ii)’, (iii)’ and the estimates (6.2) and (6.3), we get (6.1).

Proof of Theorem 6.1. We define a (signed) measure µ by
µ(B) := T (χBdx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn), for every B ⊂ Rn Borel,
and we let µ A + µ (Rn \ A) be the Hahn decomposition of µ. It is sufficient
to prove that both positive measures µ A and −µ (Rn \A) are absolutely con-
tinuous. Assume by contradiction that one of the two measures is not absolutely
continuous (without loss of generality we assume that such measure is µ A) and
let gh be the sequence obtained applying Theorem 1.3 to µ A. Then by the
continuity property [6, Definition 3.1 (ii)] and by [6, (3.2)] it holds,
µ A(Rn) = T (χAdx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn) = lim
h→∞
T (χAd(gh)1 ∧ · · · ∧ d(gh)n) =
lim
h→∞
T (χAdet(∇gh)dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn) ≤ lim sup
h→∞
∫
A
det(∇gh)dµ < µ A(Rn),
which is a contradiction. 
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